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Racemasters

brings you the thrill of Four Lane Racing. No need to be restricted to just two people racing at the same time. Now you can have a veritable "Happening"! Four lane action is fast and furious with everyone battling for position.

Sort of like...real racing.

Racemasters four lane sets feature nothing but the best for your racing pleasure.

- UL Listed Power Packs
- Pro-Klass controllers
- Guardrails
- Lap Counters
- SRT or Super G+ Cars
- Bridges & Pylons
- Terminal Track

Everything you need to experience the fun of H.O. scale racing is found in these two sets.

International Super Challenge 9939

This is one exciting track. This is our best selling set, and with good reason. Not only is the size just right for racing, there are numerous (16) alternate layouts that you can make. Start a racing club with this set today.

FEATURES:

4 Super G+ Indy Style Race Cars - 2 UL Wall Type Power Packs - Guardrails - Pit Building & Grandstand - Over/Under Section - Bridge Pylons - 4 Pro-Klass Controllers

Cube: 1.3   Pack: 1   Weight: 12 Lbs.   Running Feet: 27 (4-lane) 54 (2-lane)

4-Way Split 9945

This track is a high speed, challenging course with over/under action and more. Dual Lap Counters are found at the "Split" to add a little extra drama to an already exciting layout.

FEATURES:

4 Super G+ Prototype Style Race Cars - 2 UL Wall Type Power Packs - Guardrails - Dual Ten Lap Counters - Pit Building & Grandstand - Over/Under Section - Bridge Pylons - 4 Pro-Klass Controllers

Cube: 2.6   Pack: 2   Weight: 28 Lbs.   Running Feet: 18 (4-lane) 36 (2-lane)
INTERNATIONAL SUPER CHALLENGE

Features:
SUPER G-Plus

4-LANE

Features:
SUPER G-Plus

4 Way Split
Giant Raceway
9868
This is the Big One! It has it all: Curves, straights, squeeze tracks...everything! The banked turn at the end of the straight-away is a real "white knuckler"...this one is really fun!

FEATURES:
2 SUPER G+ INDY STYLE RACE CARS - UL WALL TYPE POWER PACK - GUARDRAILS - PIT BUILDING & GRANDSTAND - OVER/UNDER SECTION - BRIDGE PYLONS - 2 PRO-KLASS CONTROLLERS - SQUEEZE TRACK
Cube: 5.4 Pack: 3 Weight: 46Lbs.
Running Feet: 62.5

Super Coupes 9946
Classic SRT powered Coupes attack the parabolic turns of this awesome set. The layout makes for tight racing action and lots of thrills.

FEATURES:
2 SRT COBRA COUPE STYLE RACE CARS - UL WALL TYPE POWER PACK - GUARDRAILS - TEN LAP COUNTER - PIT BUILDING & GRANDSTAND - OVER/UNDER SECTION - BRIDGE PYLONS - 2 PRO-KLASS CONTROLLERS
Cube: 2.6 Pack: 6 Weight: 32Lbs.
Running Feet: 12.8
Racemasters

Two Lane sets are just as much fun as the big four lane units! These staples have been long time favorites for the entry level enthusiasts. Great fun and a lot of value for the enthusiast. The two lane sets have all the same high quality features as the bigger four lane sets, just two less lanes and a lower price.

Infinity 9111

Year in and year out this is one of our most popular sets. This is the best "entry-level" set on the market today. Lots of features at a very economical price.

FEATURES:

- 2: RACING TURBO INDY STYLE RACE CARS
- UL WALL TYPE POWER PACK
- GUARDRAILS
- BRIDGE PYLONS
- 2 PRO-KLASS CONTROLLERS

Cube: 2.8  Pack: 6  Weight: 26Lbs.
Running Feet: 8.5

Big Block Battlers 9117

Twisty, turning, multi-level racing. Lots of excitement and a really fun track. Super G+ Stockers provide fender banging action.

FEATURES:

- 2: SUPER G+ STOCKER STYLE RACE CARS
- UL WALL TYPE POWER PACK
- GUARDRAILS
- LAP COUNTER
- PIT BUILDING & GRANDSTAND
- OVERUNDER SECTION
- BRIDGE PYLONS
- 2 PRO-KLASS CONTROLLERS
- SQUEEZE TRACK

Cube: 4.0  Pack: 3  Weight: 36Lbs.
Running Feet: 40
No, We haven't gone crazy!
Racemasters is at it again. The new Cobra Coupes were such a hit- We've followed them up with more new Cruisers. Check 'em out! Great detailing and vivid paint jobs.

Cobra Coupes!  Available Now!
White 9446  Dk.Blue 9443  Red 9445  Lt. Blue 9444

Coupe Fever!
The Vintage Coupes have been the most popular release of a new car in our history. These legendary vehicles are just plain beautiful! A must have for the serious collector.

These are the fastest H.O. cars on the market today. Just check out these features:
Neon Dymium Magnets - Hi Torque Gear Ratios - Non Disengaging Pick Up Shoes Hi Conductivity Shoe Springs - Ground Effects - Hot Armature

SRT Cars
The performance standard

Racing Turbos

The Work Horse
Of the Racemasters line is the Racing Turbo. This venerable chassis does it all. Good performance at a low price. features: Ground Effects Magnets, Tru-Trac Racing Tires, Micro Spur Gears, affordable.
8628 9" Banked Curve Set
8630 Controller
8631 Power Pack
8656 6" 1/8 Curve
8663 15" 1/8 Curve
8992 3" Hairpin Curve
8993 9" Chicane
9634 Tune Kit, R.Turbo
8995 Tune Kit, G+
8623 9"1/4 Curve,Pr.
8624 9"1/8 Curve,Pr.
8627 15" Terminal Track
9823 G+ Rolling Chassis

8646 15" Lap Counter
8621 15" Straight Track,Pr.
8626 3" Adapter Track
8622 9" Straight Track,Pr.
8641 6" Straight Track,Pr.
8632 3" Straight Track,Pr.
8655 9" Crossover Track, Pr.
8648 Guardrails, 10 Pack
8991 12" Banked Curve, Set
8625 9" Squeeze Track
8642 12" 1/8 Curve
9888 SRT Rolling Chassis